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Before 2000, the idea that Burma might one day become a nuclear power was considered fanciful. Ever since it regained its independence in 1948, Burma had been a consistent supporter of global nuclear disarmament and had played an active role in international organisations dedicated to that end. Nor could it claim the strategic rationale, economic strength or technological expertise to support a nuclear industry, let alone develop a nuclear weapon. Yet, in 2000, the ruling State Peace and Development Council announced that it planned to purchase a small nuclear reactor from Russia. Construction was due to begin in 2003, but was repeatedly postponed, probably due to financial problems. A new agreement was signed in May 2007.

The response to the regime’s announcement of a nuclear research program was almost uniformly negative. There was widespread scepticism that Burma could manage such a complex and demanding project, a sentiment shared by the International Atomic Energy Agency. There were also concerns that Burma would be unable to keep secure any radioactive materials produced by the program. There were even claims that the regime secretly planned to use the reactor to build a nuclear weapon. These claims were rightly dismissed as far-fetched and self-serving, but they seemed to be given some substance in 2003 by reports that Burma was developing close links with North Korea, a notorious proliferator of nuclear and ballistic missile technology. Despite the lack of any supporting evidence, some activist groups claim that Burma already possesses nuclear weapons and the means to deliver them.

It is highly unlikely that Burma currently has any intention of acquiring nuclear weapons, from North Korea or anywhere else. Claims that it might try to do so in the future are equally speculative, but are made a little more credible by Burma’s exaggerated threat perceptions. Ever since the armed forces took back direct power in 1988, the regime has been the target of a range of external pressures, including from some of the world’s most powerful countries. The aggressive rhetoric that has accompanied these pressures, and the support openly shown for Burma’s opposition movement, has helped create a siege mentality among Burma’s leaders. Even now, they fear intervention by the United States and its allies – possibly even an invasion – to restore democracy to Burma.

These concerns have already prompted the regime to consider the acquisition of ballistic missiles. There have also been suggestions that a few Burmese generals envy North Korea’s apparent ability to use its nuclear weapons capabilities to fend off its enemies and win concessions from the international community. It is important not to over-react to these reports. Even if confirmed, they probably reflect the views of a very small minority in Burma’s military hierarchy. Such reports, however, illustrate the scope for misperceptions, on both sides, which can lead in turn to policy errors and even more serious misunderstandings.
Author’s Note

After the Burmese armed forces (or Tatmadaw) crushed a pro-democracy uprising in 1988, Burma’s name (in English) was officially changed from its post-1974 form, the ‘Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma’, back to the ‘Union of Burma’, which had been adopted when Burma regained its independence from the United Kingdom in January 1948. In July 1989 the military government changed the country’s name once again, this time to the ‘Union of Myanmar’. At the same time, a number of other place names were changed to conform more closely to their original Burmese pronunciation. These new names were subsequently accepted by the United Nations and most other major international organisations. Some governments and opposition groups, however, have clung to the old forms as a protest against the military regime’s continuing human rights abuses and its refusal to hand over power to the civilian government elected (by a landslide) in 1990.

In this study the better known names, for example Burma instead of Myanmar, Rangoon instead of Yangon, and Irrawaddy instead of Ayeyarwady, have been retained for ease of recognition. Quotations and references have been cited as they were originally published.

On taking back direct political power in September 1988, the Tatmadaw created the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC). In November 1997 the regime changed its name to the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). Also, in October 2005 the regime designated the newly built town of Naypyidaw, near Pyinmana, as the capital of Burma. For most of the period covered by this study, however, the seat of government was in Rangoon. When used in this study, the terms ‘Rangoon regime’, or simply ‘Rangoon’, are used as shorthand for the military government that was created in 1988.

This paper was initially prepared for ‘Over-the-Horizon Proliferation Threats’, a project organised by the Centre for Contemporary Conflict at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California, with support from the US Threat Reduction Agency, and in partnership with the Fondation pour la Recherche Strategique in Paris and the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies in Singapore.
1. Introduction

If a policy is to have the desired impact on its target, it must be perceived as it is intended; if the other’s behaviour is to be anticipated and the state’s policy is a major influence on it, then the state must try to determine how its actions are being perceived.

(Edward N. Luttwak)

Before 2000, the idea that Burma might one day become a nuclear power was considered fanciful. Indeed, so unlikely was it seen to be that major military institutions in two Western countries used such a scenario as the basis for classroom training exercises. As a test of strategic analytical skills, these institutions asked their students – military officers and civilians from a wide range of countries – to consider the implications of Burma, supplied with nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles by another pariah state, precipitating an international crisis. In one case, the threat was immediate, with the notional nuclear-armed missiles aimed at a neighbouring country allied with the United States (US). In the other case the threat was less direct, and formed the basis of an attempt by Burma’s military government to exercise leverage over other countries, mainly through the United Nations (UN). In both exercises, the students were asked to assess the dangers posed by Burma’s actions and to consider how the international community might respond.

After 2000, however, these fictional scenarios seemed to be coming true. That year, Burma announced that it planned to purchase a nuclear reactor from Russia. Given Burma’s instability and low level of technical development, this was itself a cause for concern. When the Russian deal appeared to break down in 2003, there were fears that Burma had turned to North Korea to acquire nuclear technology and possibly also nuclear weapons. At the same time there was speculation that, even if Burma did not want its own nuclear weapons, it could be enlisted to support North Korea’s nuclear program and perhaps even to hide a few North Korean weapons from the US and international monitoring agencies. These stories, which were given wide circulation in the news media, followed reports that the Rangoon regime was trying to purchase some ballistic missiles from Pyongyang. The Burmese government strongly denied that it was seeking to acquire any strategic weapon systems, but suspicions clearly remain.

As with so many issues relating to Burma’s security, and security policies, the real picture is difficult to discover and interpret. There is very little hard, verifiable information available to test perceptions, and to put the rumours and sensationalist press reporting into a clear perspective. This problem is compounded by the highly charged atmosphere that often surrounds consideration of Burma-related issues. The public debate tends to be dominated by Burmese expatriates, foreign activists and specialist academics, many of who have strong personal views and specific policy agendas. Yet Burma’s approach to global disarmament, its plans for a research reactor and its possible interest in acquiring nuclear weapons (and the missiles to deliver them) all demand careful and objective analysis. For, if the news reports are true and Burma does indeed pose a nuclear proliferation risk, there would appear to be little that the international community can do to dissuade Burma’s military leadership from its present course.
2. Burma and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime

Despite a few rather odd suggestions to the contrary, there was never any sign before 2000 that Burma had seriously considered the construction of a nuclear reactor, let alone the acquisition of nuclear weapons.³

Ever since Burma regained its independence from the United Kingdom (UK) in 1948, successive Burmese governments have sought to enhance the country’s security and counter nuclear threats by opposing the manufacture, deployment and use of nuclear weapons by any state, anywhere in the world. This stance was not always appreciated. For example, one observer described the approach taken by Burma’s first government:

On general issues of disarmament and control of nuclear weapons, the Burman position has been consistently that of a small nation having no responsibility in this field of international relations and therefore able to express freely whatever viewpoints appeal to it. This is not to say that the Burma government has acted irresponsibly, but to point up the fact that Burma is in reality a spectator in the nuclear weapons contest, with all the spectator’s freedom to criticize all contestants and umpires as well.⁴

Even so, this policy survived the 1962 coup d’etat that ousted U Nu’s elected government and brought General Ne Win to power. The new Revolutionary Council (RC) believed that nuclear weapons reduced the areas of international understanding and heightened international tensions. As such, they were considered ‘futile and self-defeating’.⁵ Under Ne Win’s 26-year rule, Burma established an impressive record of supporting international legal instruments designed to limit nuclear weapons proliferation and use.⁶

Burma has been a full member of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) since it was created in 1957. Burma was also a founding member of the Geneva-based Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee (ENDC), which was established in 1962. It was among the first countries to become a State Party to the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty, banning nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water.⁷ Burma has signed and ratified the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, which prohibits the placing into orbit around the earth of any objects carrying nuclear weapons, the installation of such weapons on celestial bodies, or any other manner of stationing weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in outer space. Similarly, Burma has signed (but not yet ratified) the 1972 Seabed Treaty, prohibiting the emplacement of nuclear weapons, other WMD or related structures, on the ocean floor beyond the limits of a 12-mile seabed zone. Since 1979, Burma has been an active member of the Conference on Disarmament (CD), the body that eventually grew out of the ENDC.⁸

The same policy approach has been followed by the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) and the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC), under which Burma has been ruled since 1988. In 1992, Burma became a State Party to the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), which prohibits the transfer by nuclear weapon states, to any recipients whatsoever, of nuclear weapons or of control over them. In 1994, Burma signed a Regional Cooperative Agreement with the IAEA, under which Burmese technicians have attended a range of seminars and training programs.⁹ The following year, Burma entered into a safeguards agreement with the IAEA, as required under the NPT. Burma has always supported the concept of nuclear free zones, and in 1995 signed the Treaty on the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone. This agreement, which was ratified in 1997, includes a reaffirmation by the ten signatory states of the obligations assumed under the NPT, and contains a ban on the development, manufacture, possession,
In 1996, Burma signed the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which it described as ‘an essential step towards nuclear disarmament’. In the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), the CD and other multilateral forums, Burma’s military government has reaffirmed its longstanding opposition to nuclear weapons and pressed for their complete abolition. In 1995, Burma tabled for the first time a draft resolution on nuclear disarmament in the UNGA’s First Committee, which deals with proliferation and international security issues. The resolution was subsequently adopted, setting a pattern that has been followed every year since. In 1996, the Burmese Foreign Minister explained Burma’s position to the UNGA:

The proliferation of arms, particularly weapons of mass destruction, remains the greatest potential threat to mankind’s survival. All states, large and small, nuclear and non-nuclear, have a vital interest in ensuring the success of negotiations on disarmament ... It is essential that nuclear weapon states show the political will to accommodate the concerns of non-nuclear weapon states to achieve a mutually acceptable basis for universal disarmament.

In 2000, Burma was elected Chairman of the UN’s First Committee. According to a later Burmese Foreign Minister, this was in recognition of the country’s role ‘as an advocate for disarmament’.

Over the past decade, Burmese representatives to the UN and associated bodies have reiterated Burma’s ‘firm belief that the total elimination of nuclear weapons is the only absolute guarantee against a nuclear disaster’. As recently as 2007, they have emphasised a number of key themes. These include calls for legally binding security assurances to non nuclear weapon states, pending the total elimination of nuclear weapons; encouragement of states to accede to the NPT; strict adherence to the provisions of the NPT by States Parties to the treaty; implementation of the undertaking by the nuclear weapon states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals; the establishment of nuclear weapon-free zones; and the recognition and encouragement of unilateral measures taken by nuclear weapon states for nuclear arms limitation.

Publicly at least, Burma’s military government has consistently pursued a strong nuclear disarmament agenda in world forums and fully abided by its obligations under the relevant international instruments. This policy approach also seems to be reflected in the steps taken by the regime since 2000 to acquire a nuclear reactor.
3. Burma’s Nuclear Research Program

While firmly opposed to the manufacture, storage and use of nuclear weapons, Burma has not been averse to exploiting the peaceful uses of nuclear technology, as far as its limited resources have allowed. In 1956, a ‘nuclear power department’ was formed within the Union of Burma Applied Research Institute. The department handled most matters relating to radioactive materials, usually in the form of isotopes, required by the country’s health, education and agriculture sectors. Some of these functions were later devolved to individual ministries, but they were given a boost in 1996 by the creation of a Ministry of Science and Technology. Until the advent of the SPDC, however, there was no suggestion that Burma might ever wish to build its own nuclear reactor.

Burma’s reactor project dates back at least to December 2000, when the Minister for Science and Technology, U Thaung, paid an official visit to Moscow and held discussions with the Russian Minister of Atomic Energy. U Thaung expressed interest in the construction of a nuclear reactor in Burma, ‘with the capacity of ten megawatt for peaceful research’. He spent four days in Russia, during which time he inspected a number of institutes that specialised in the training of nuclear scientists. He reportedly told his hosts that he wanted to send Burmese technicians to Russia, to learn how to operate nuclear reactors. There were press reports around the same time that the Burmese had also approached China and India, and made its interest in a nuclear reactor known to potential vendors there too. U Thaung created a Department of Atomic Energy in his Ministry, which appears to have been made responsible for pursuing this project, including the conduct of feasibility studies and the maintenance of contacts with the IAEA in Vienna.

In October 2001 it was revealed in trade magazines that, the month before, the SPDC had formally approached the Director General of the IAEA, Mohammed el Baradei, for assistance in obtaining a nuclear research reactor. According to Nucleonics Week, the Agency initially decided to ignore this request as ‘it has no confidence that Burma either needs a reactor or has the infrastructure and funding required to support such a project’. The IAEA’s concerns about Burma were broadly similar to those raised in connection with other less-developed countries, where there was a worrying absence of adequate safety standards and physical protection for research reactors. More specifically, the Agency had doubts about Burma’s low economic status, its poor technological base, and the virtual collapse of its public education system under the SLORC and SPDC. Another reason suggested for the IAEA’s reluctance to assist the Burmese was that, since the Agency was a UN body, any support to Burma could have triggered questions from the International Labour Organisation (ILO). The previous June, the ILO had adopted a resolution objecting to the widespread use of forced labour in Burma. ‘Forced labour, critics allege, is used to produce agricultural goods which, Russian officials have said, could be the basis for a barter deal for a reactor’.

Despite these reservations, an IAEA inspection team was sent to Burma in June 2001. The team’s assessment, however, simply confirmed the Agency’s original views.

By the beginning of 2002 rumours were circulating in Rangoon that, without the IAEA’s help, Burma could not meet the cost of the reactor project. However, the Russian ambassador had signalled his country’s willingness to receive at least part of the payment in primary goods such as teak, fish and rice, and a deal was eventually struck. In May, it was announced in Moscow that Russia’s Atomic Energy Ministry (Minatom) had agreed with the SPDC to ‘cooperate in designing and building a nuclear studies centre that will include a research nuclear reactor with a thermal capacity of 10 megawatts and two laboratories’. According to the Russian statement, Minatom had undertaken to
design the centre, help choose the site, deliver the nuclear fuel, and supply all essential
equipment and materials. Russian experts would assemble, install and help operate the
centre’s ‘main technical equipment’. The agreement included structures for the disposal
of nuclear waste and a waste burial site. Russia would also train Burmese technicians to
help build and operate the reactor.

In July 2002, Foreign Minister U Win Aung, accompanied by the ministers for defence,
energy, industry and railways, travelled to Moscow to finalise the deal. At the time,
Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov described Burma as a ‘promising partner in Asia and
the Pacific region’.

There was initially some speculation that the nuclear facility would be built in Rangoon,
to serve the main university there. According to several sources, however, a ground
breaking ceremony for the nuclear facility was scheduled to take place at a secret location
near the town of Magwe, in central Burma, in January 2003. The reactor and associated
equipment were to be delivered later that year. The regime said that it expected the
facility to be built ‘within a few years’. In late 2002, however, the deal with Russia
was shelved, apparently because the SPDC could not reach agreement with Moscow
regarding the payment of costs. According to the Bangkok Post, ‘Rangoon wanted to
make a 10 per cent advance payment but the Russians wanted 25 per cent’. By late
2005, the SPDC had apparently found the necessary funds and discussions resumed.
In April 2006 it was reported that a new cooperation agreement had been signed with
the Kurchatov nuclear research centre, ‘opening the way for a revival of the controversial
project’. Despite some news stories referring to construction of the reactor, and even
its completion, the UK government revealed in early 2006 that ‘there is no evidence that
this matter has progressed beyond the signing of a memorandum of understanding’.

This statement was confirmed on 15 May 2007, when it was unexpectedly announced
that Russia and Burma had signed a new agreement in Moscow ‘on the establishment of
a nuclear research centre in Myanmar’. The signatories were U Thaung and the head of
Russia’s Nuclear Power Agency (Rosatom), Sergey Kiriyenko. According to the Agency’s
press release:

The sides have agreed to cooperate on the establishment of a centre for
nuclear studies in the territory of Myanmar (the general contractor will be
Atomstroyexport). The centre will comprise a 10MW light water reactor
working on 20%-enriched uranium, an activation analysis laboratory, a
medical isotope production laboratory, silicon doping system, nuclear
waste treatment and burial facilities.

It was also announced that the centre would be ‘controlled by IAEA’, and that Russian
universities were ‘supposed to train 300–350 specialists for the centre’. The agreement
was ‘expected to promote mutually beneficial economic and scientific ties’ between the
two countries, a possible reference to Russian interest in Burma’s natural gas reserves
and the SPDC’s interest in Russian arms.

Burma’s Deputy Foreign Minister claimed at the time that Burma had been planning
to build a nuclear reactor for 40 years, ever since it joined the IAEA. Yet the reasons
behind Burma’s interest in such an installation have never been made clear. Several official
statements have emphasised that the reactor was to be used for ‘peaceful medical
purposes’, and the 2007 press release refers to the production of radioisotopes, of which
there has been a shortage in Southeast Asia. The Foreign Minister, however, was reported
in 2002 as saying that the reactor could be used ‘possibly to generate nuclear power’,
adding that Burma was interested in studying ‘the different uses of nuclear energy’. Burma’s official Ministry of Energy website refers to nuclear energy ‘only as an option’ for
the future, and states that it is ‘only at the stage of initiating study’ into nuclear power as
a possible alternative source of energy. Even so, in 2003 a member of the Department
of Atomic Energy told a conference in Japan that ‘nuclear power production [is] desirable
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for [the] long term' and suggested that Burma could consider the construction of several additional reactors, in the 100–400 megawatt range, to be introduced around 2025.41 Yet the construction of even one of these expensive, highly specialised and technically advanced facilities seemed an illogical thing to do. Burma was still on the UN's list of least developed countries and could barely maintain its civil infrastructure. Its level of technological development was generally low. Isotopes could be produced far more economically and reliably elsewhere. While it suffered from electricity shortages, Burma had abundant natural gas reserves and was constructing several new hydroelectric power stations.32 It is hard to escape the conclusion that the main impetus behind the nuclear reactor project was status and prestige, driven by the enthusiasm of the Minister for Science and Technology, who believed that nuclear research was necessary for 'a modern nation'.43 Senior officials have also drawn attention to the large number of countries, including several of Burma's regional neighbours, which already had nuclear reactors. One was reported as saying that 'it was imperative for developing countries like Burma to seek to narrow the development gap and avoid their being marginalised'.44

When it was first revealed, news of Burma's nuclear reactor project prompted a strong international response. A number of concerns were expressed, relating largely to the safety and security of any reactor built in Burma. With the 1986 Chernobyl disaster in mind, the Thais were worried about Russia's involvement in the project, and the nature of the facility that was to be built. Also, there were fears in Thailand and other neighbouring countries that the Burmese would be unable to operate the reactor properly.45 The IAEA team that visited Burma in 2001, to assess the country's preparedness to use and maintain a nuclear reactor safely, did nothing to dispel these fears. Its report was highly critical of the country's general standards, which were 'well below the minimum the body would regard as acceptable', even for conventional power plants.46 Burma's record of earthquakes was also raised. In 1975, for example, Burma experienced several major tremors around the ancient capital of Pagan, destroying or damaging many large temples and pagodas. Pagan is less than 100 kilometres from the area believed to have been chosen for construction of the nuclear reactor.

There were also security concerns. By 2000, most of Burma's major insurgent groups had negotiated ceasefire agreements with Rangoon, but some were still fighting the regime and posed a threat to a nuclear reactor. The National Council of the Union of Burma, a broad–based alliance of opposition forces, condemned the project, describing it as a serious security, environmental and health risk.47 It can be expected that extensive measures will be taken to protect any facility built, but it would remain an attractive target. Despite the crushing of a pro-democracy uprising in 1988, and the imposition of tight controls over popular protest, there was also the danger of civil unrest, arising from decades of repression by the military government and its inept handling of Burma's economy. A nuclear reactor would represent a potent symbol of the regime's penchant for costly high status projects, pursued at the expense of basic services like health and education. With the international terrorist threat in mind, the US State Department immediately sought assurances from the SPDC that it could safely secure such sensitive facilities and materials. As one observer wrote, 'in light of the risks of terrorists using improvised explosive devices and “dirty bombs”, the movement of radioactive and fissile materials into and out of a tinderbox country [like Burma] must worry security analysts'.48

After the initial announcement of the project, very few details were made available about the reactor, its location, or the safeguards being put in place to ensure that it is built and operated according to international standards.49 This information gap inevitably encouraged speculation and gave rise to additional concerns about aspects of the project.

There have been a number of unconfirmed reports that the reactor is no longer going to be built near Magwe. In April 2003, for example, the expatriate Democratic Voice of Burma (DVB) reported that two freighters carrying 5,000 tons of Russian equipment for the construction of a nuclear plant had arrived at the naval base on Zadetkyi Kyun, an island
off the southern-most tip of Burma. The DVB report also stated that the reactor was going to be built on Kalaqok Island, north of Ye in Mon State.\textsuperscript{50} An earlier DVB broadcast had reported that a group of 32 Russian experts, led by officers from Burma's Ministry of Energy, had been seen surveying the island.\textsuperscript{51} In a related story, it was stated that more than 300 acres of land on Kalaqok Island had been appropriated by the Rangoon regime, to be used as the site of the reactor.\textsuperscript{52} However, it is highly unlikely that a nuclear reactor would be built in such an isolated, undeveloped and potentially vulnerable location. Claims of another construction site, in a protected defence complex near Maymyo, are more plausible but equally lacking in evidence.\textsuperscript{53}

There have also been several stories that large numbers of Burmese have already gone to Russia for training in nuclear technology. Between 200 and 300 were reported to have studied there in 2002, and an additional 328 officers were said to have departed for Moscow from Mandalay in 2003.\textsuperscript{54} A report in the expatriate press has claimed that ‘1,000 Burmese, including army officers and civil engineers, are receiving nuclear training in Russia’.\textsuperscript{55} Technical training was always part of the deal negotiated with Moscow but, even if these figures are accurate, it does not necessarily follow that all have been sent for nuclear-related training. For example, the Burmese armed forces have acquired a range of arms and equipment from Russia over the past decade.\textsuperscript{56} Such contracts usually include training packages, including specialist instruction in the source country. In 2005 the Russian Foreign Ministry stated that ‘the approximately 1,000 [Burmese] students are studying in Russia on a commercial basis and are in no way related to agreements in the nuclear sphere’.\textsuperscript{57} The UK government, however, has revealed that ‘some’ of these students were studying nuclear technology.\textsuperscript{58}

Another story that surfaced in the news media was that Pakistan had been helping Burma with its nuclear reactor project, or was at least highly supportive of it. In 2001, there were rumours circulating in Bangkok that Burma had sought Pakistan's help with construction of a reactor, but that this had been refused. These rumours were denied by the Thai authorities, and later news reports sourced to US intelligence officials included an assurance that there had not been any nuclear technology transfer from Pakistan.\textsuperscript{59} In 2003, however, one Indian publication stated that ‘in his meetings with Russian president Vladimir Putin, General Parvez Musharraf has been pressing for a civilian nuclear reactor for Burma’.\textsuperscript{60} To support these and similar claims, attention was drawn to the close relationship that had developed between the military governments of Burma and Pakistan, and their shared strategic ties with China.\textsuperscript{61} There were also suspicions that Burma was harbouring two renegade nuclear scientists from Pakistan.

In 2001 it was reported that two Pakistani scientists had fled to Burma following the 11 September terrorist attacks in New York and Washington. Dr Suleiman Assad and Dr Muhammad Ali Mukhtar were accused of leaving Pakistan when the US asked to interrogate them about their alleged links to terrorist leader Osama bin Laden, who Washington feared wanted to develop a nuclear weapon.\textsuperscript{62} A request to grant the scientists ‘temporary asylum’ in Burma was reportedly made to the SPDC by President Musharraf.\textsuperscript{63} According to another report, the Pakistani government gave the SPDC assurances that the two scientists were not terrorists, nor in any way linked to the Taliban.\textsuperscript{64} They were later said to be conducting ‘unspecified research’ with their Burmese counterparts at Sagaing, near Mandalay.\textsuperscript{65} However, regardless of any possible connection to Al Qaeda, there is no evidence linking these scientists to Burma's nuclear reactor project. Indeed, the two Pakistanis may have never gone to Burma. Both Islamabad and Rangoon have strongly rejected claims that they were hiding there. The Pakistan government has even denied ever employing any nuclear scientists named Assad or Mukhtar.\textsuperscript{66}

Given Burma's status as an international pariah, the military regime's failure adequately to explain its nuclear ambitions and the climate of ill-informed speculation that usually surrounds security developments in Burma, it is not surprising that some unlikely scenarios have been canvassed in the news media. Even so, it took a major leap of imagination
to interpret Rangoon's ill-conceived plans for a small research reactor as cover for a clandestine nuclear weapons program.
4. Nuclear Weapons and Ballistic Missiles

Following the announcement of Burma’s nuclear reactor project, a few commentators and expatriate groups immediately expressed fears that Burma would become a ‘rogue terrorism state’, and try to develop a nuclear weapon.67 They pointed out that the notorious Pakistani scientist A.Q. Khan had been to Burma and met senior military officers.68 One Indian publication hinted darkly that Burmese officials had attended meetings in Singapore and Malaysia that were related to nuclear weapons.69 No target was specified, but Burma’s MiG-29 fighter aircraft were seen as providing an appropriate delivery vehicle for such a weapon.70 Even if a nuclear weapons option was not available, it was argued, the presence of a nuclear reactor would at least give the Rangoon regime the capability to develop a ‘dirty bomb’, which could spread radioactive material through a conventional explosion.

At first, these suggestions were dismissed as rather far-fetched, and self-serving. An attempt to develop a nuclear weapon seemed completely out of character for a country that, ever since Independence, had a history of active participation in global disarmament initiatives. Although the SPDC expected increased revenues from natural gas sales, there would be enormous practical difficulties to overcome, and serious political risks to manage. Also, many of the claims made in the news media were clearly based on speculation and unsubstantiated rumours. A number seemed to be aimed at winning support for the anti-Rangoon cause from the Bush Administration, which had recently invaded Iraq on the premise that it was developing WMD. A few Burmese exiles and ‘defectors’ said they could reveal details of the SPDC’s nuclear weapons and uranium enrichment programs, but none of their claims could be proven and some were incredible.71

Even so, the possibility of Burma acquiring a nuclear weapons capability started to attract attention. Reports began to appear in the news media that, after the Russian deal was shelved, the regime had asked North Korea to help build its nuclear research facilities. Given North Korea’s reputation as a WMD proliferator, this in turn raised the spectre of a Burmese nuclear weapons program.

Fears of a North Korean connection were given greater substance by the news that, after a lengthy hiatus, Pyongyang was developing closer links with Rangoon. Contacts between Burma and North Korea had been severely restricted since 1983, when three North Korean terrorists attempted to assassinate South Korean President Chun Doo Hwan, during a state visit to Burma. Chun survived the bomb attack, but 17 South Korean officials (including four Cabinet ministers) and four Burmese citizens were killed.72 Not only was it a grave violation of Burma’s sovereignty, but Ne Win considered the incident a personal betrayal by President Kim Il-sung. Diplomatic ties between the two countries were abruptly severed. In the years that followed, Rangoon rejected several attempts by Pyongyang to restore relations. However, the military and economic sanctions imposed on Burma after 1988 forced the regime to look for new sources of arms and technical assistance, including from North Korea.73

Given the closed nature of the Rangoon and Pyongyang governments, details of bilateral contacts are difficult to obtain. However, it seems that during the 1990s Burma purchased 20 million rounds of 7.62mm ammunition, and between 12 and 16 130mm M-46 field guns, from North Korea.74 In early 2002 the SPDC held discussions with Pyongyang on the possible purchase of one or two small submarines.75 The frequent visits of North Korean freighters to Rangoon since then, and the secrecy surrounding their cargoes, suggest that other conventional arms and military equipment have been delivered. These suspicions have been strengthened by evidence of North Korean technical experts visiting Burmese
military bases. In 2003, for example, it was reported that between 15 and 20 North Korean technicians had been seen at the regime's main naval facility at Monkey Point in Rangoon. They were thought to be helping Burma equip some of its naval vessels with anti-ship missiles. North Korean engineers also appear to have constructed underground military facilities for the SPDC at Taunggyi and the new capital of Naypyidaw.

The SPDC has also shown interest in purchasing some short-range ballistic missiles (SRBM). In the late 1990s, there were rumors circulating in Rangoon that China had agreed ‘in principle’ to sell Burma a batch of M-11 SRBMs, but none were delivered. Since 2003, there have been reliable reports that the SPDC has tried to acquire a number of Hwasong (Scud-type) SRBMs from North Korea. A secret meeting to discuss such a deal was reportedly held in Rangoon in August 2003, while another was supposedly held in Phuket, Thailand, that October. In 2004 the US government said that it ‘had reason to believe’ North Korea had offered Burma SRBMs, prompting Washington to register its concerns with the SPDC ‘in unambiguous language’. Despite claims by some activists that Burma has acquired SRBMs since then, and routinely test fires them at a site near Minla, no ballistic missile shipments to Burma have yet been detected. The ability of these weapons to deliver WMD, however, has made them of continuing interest to strategic analysts.

This interest grew after November 2003, when the *Far Eastern Economic Review* (FEER) published an article suggesting that North Korea had taken over from Russia as the primary source of Burma’s nuclear technology. North Korean technicians were reportedly seen unloading large crates and heavy construction equipment from trains at Myothit, ‘the closest station to the central Burmese town of Natmauk, near where the junta hopes to build a nuclear research reactor’. In addition, aircraft from North Korea’s national airline, Air Koryo, were reportedly seen landing at military airfields in central Burma. The clear implication of the article was that Pyongyang was providing equipment and materials to help build a nuclear reactor. These developments apparently coincided with the arrival in Rangoon of representatives of the Daesong Economic Group. As reported by the FEER:

> Daesong-affiliated companies have a documented history of exporting sensitive missile technologies. In the past, North Korea has also used Daesong-affiliated companies to purchase and import dual-purpose technologies used in Pyongyang’s nuclear-weapons programme.

The small research reactor Burma was getting from Russia was said to be unsuited for the manufacture of fissile material, but Pyongyang had the expertise to provide Rangoon with other options. The FEER story triggered a spate of other reports on Burma’s supposed nuclear weapons ambitions, ranging from the plausible to the highly imaginative.

In 2003, the DVB stated that 80 Burmese military officers had gone to North Korea to study ‘nuclear and atomic energy technology’, and Dictator Watch has claimed that North Korea is training 25 Burmese nuclear physicists. In 2004, an Indian commentator claimed that North Korea had signed an agreement to build a nuclear reactor in Burma. The value of the deal was said to exceed $200 million, to be paid in cash and timber. There were also claims that Burma had purchased uranium from Pakistan and North Korea. Around the same time, stories appeared alleging that Burma was exporting uranium (and even heroin) to North Korea as part of a barter deal, in return for ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons expertise. Before shipment, the uranium was reportedly being processed into ‘yellow cake’ at secret facilities in Thabeikkyin, north of Mandalay, and at Ongyaw, near Kyaukse. Another report stated that the Burma Army’s ‘Nuclear Battalion’ was testing high explosive nuclear triggers at a research complex in the Setkha Mountains, southwest of Maymyo. It was even claimed that North Korea had already provided Burma with a number of nuclear weapons, either for its own use or to hide them from the US and international monitoring agencies.
There is no evidence to support any of these stories. Given the arms sales that have occurred, it is possible that a few Burmese servicemen have attended training courses in North Korea, but it does not automatically follow that they studied nuclear technologies, peaceful or otherwise. The SPDC has denied that Pyongyang has provided any instruction to Burmese officials, while the UK government has stated that it has ‘no specific information’ on the matter.92 The Ministry of Energy has identified five uranium deposits in Burma, but they appear to be small and none are being commercially exploited.93 In 2005 and 2006, the UK government stated that no uranium was being processed in Burma, nor did it have any operational enrichment facilities. The UK was not aware of any Burmese uranium exports.94 Washington has dismissed suggestions of heroin being used in barter deals.95 Since 1988 the regime has greatly expanded Burma’s defence industries, but there is no reliable evidence of any secret nuclear-related plants. Nor are there any grounds to believe that North Korea has given, or would ever give, Burma nuclear weapons, either to use or to hide on its behalf.

In considering all these issues, it is noteworthy that, in their efforts to have Burma cited by the UN Security Council (UNSC) in 2005 and 2006 as ‘a threat to international peace and security’, the US and UK did not at any time refer to Burma’s supposed nuclear weapons program. On one occasion, the US Permanent Representative mentioned Burma’s attempts to acquire ‘nuclear power capabilities’, but even then he based his public comments on ‘press reports’ of Burmese plans for a reactor.96 None of the US’s major intelligence agencies have referred to a Burmese nuclear weapons program in their periodic appearances before Congressional committees. Suggestions that the US-led initiative in the UNSC was based on attempts by the SPDC to buy nuclear weapons technology from Pyongyang are incorrect.97 When questioned about this subject in parliament, the UK government stated that it was ‘not able to corroborate’ any reports about the alleged transfer of nuclear technology from North Korea to Burma.98

For its part, the SPDC has repeatedly denied that it has any plans to acquire WMD.99 In 2002, the Myanmar Information Committee stated that Burma had ‘no desire’ to develop nuclear weapons, but had the right ‘to develop nuclear facilities for peaceful purposes’.100 In 2003 a spokesman for the military government stated that:

There has been speculation going on for quite some time regarding Myanmar and North Korea military-to-military exchanges ... Logically, why would Myanmar want to develop WMDs (weapons of mass destruction) when the country needs all her strength and resources in pursuing a peaceful, stable and smooth transition to a multiparty democracy and an open-market economy.101

Burma’s nuclear reactor, which was apparently still on the regime’s list of priority projects, was said to be for ‘peaceful research purposes’.102 The spokesman further stated that Burma was ‘everyone’s friend and nobody’s ally or enemy’. He said that it had no ambition to arm itself with nuclear weapons and firmly rejected the idea that Burma would ever threaten any of its neighbours.103

The thought of Burma acquiring nuclear weapons, and ballistic missiles to deliver them, is the stuff of nightmares in the Asia-Pacific region and in world centres like Vienna and New York. Such a scenario remains highly unlikely, but it is made more credible by the regime’s political isolation, its continuing fears of external intervention, and its preparedness to do almost anything to survive.
5. Burma’s Threat Perceptions

Over the last 20 years, Burma’s strategic environment has changed significantly. Before then, the Rangoon government was recognised as a thinly disguised military dictatorship, but it was accepted in world councils and given considerable assistance by the international community. The regime saw its greatest threats as local insurgencies, pressure from Burma’s larger and more powerful neighbours and, at a further remove, entanglement in the strategic competition between the superpowers.\(^{104}\) As a result, Burma’s armed forces were geared solely to fight guerrilla wars. China and India were managed through tactful diplomacy, while a strictly neutral foreign policy, reliance on the UN and a focus on global disarmament helped Burma avoid Cold War rivalries.\(^{105}\) Internal unrest still worries the SPDC but, since 1988, Burma’s external threat perceptions have been turned on their head. China, India and Russia have become the regime’s closest supporters. The US and UK, once seen as friends, if not potential allies, are considered serious threats to Burma’s sovereignty and the continued existence of the military government. Even the UN is now regarded with suspicion.

These changes have profoundly affected the regime’s strategic calculations and prompted new thinking about Burma’s security policies. Among other developments, they have encouraged the growth of the armed forces and emphasised the need for a credible deterrent capability.

Since 1988, the regime has made a concerted effort to expand and modernise Burma’s armed forces, consistently reserving about 35 per cent of the national budget to this end. After decades of being essentially a small, lightly armed infantry force geared to regime protection and counter-insurgency, Burma now boasts a large, reasonably well-integrated, well-armed, tri-service defence force capable of major conventional military operations.\(^{106}\) These enhanced capabilities greatly raise the stakes faced by a hostile neighbour and help act as a deterrent against invasion. Yet, despite all the improvements in Burma’s armed forces over the past 20 years, defence analysts in Burma have noted trends in modern warfare with growing concern.\(^{107}\) Even with a new command structure, fresh recruits and more modern weapon systems, Burma’s armed forces are unlikely to be able to withstand a major assault by the US, or a multinational coalition led by the UN.

After the 1988 military takeover there were real fears in Burma of external intervention. Among the SLORC’s first arms purchases were search radars and anti-aircraft guns, hardly the kinds of weapons needed to counter rural guerrillas or urban dissidents.\(^{108}\) SLORC Chairman Senior General Saw Maung referred to a US fleet off Burma’s coast as a potential invasion force.\(^{109}\) Since then, the regime has often expressed fears that the US and its allies might attempt forcibly to restore democracy to Burma. These concerns were perhaps greatest after the regime ignored the results of the 1990 general elections which, being surprisingly free and fair, were won easily by the opposition parties. Since 2000, the military government seems to have become more confident of its ability to resist international pressures, but it is still sensitive to calls for regime change, and to other perceived threats to Burma’s independence and sovereignty. According to a secret document leaked to the\(\textit{Asia Times},\) as late as October 2005 Burma’s Ministry of Defence was studying ways of resisting US attempts to overthrow the regime, including through a direct invasion of the country.\(^{110}\)

To most observers, the idea that Burma might be invaded by the US or a UN–led multinational force seems bizarre. Such a dramatic step has never been seriously contemplated, nor is likely to be. Viewed from the point of view of the country’s military leadership, however, it is not difficult to see how the SPDC might feel threatened, or why it is at least nervous about the possibility of external intervention.
The regime has long been subject to harsh criticism from Western leaders. Implicit in most of these comments has been a demand for regime change. In 2003, for example, US Secretary of State Colin Powell referred to ‘the thugs who now rule Burma’ and his successor has labelled Burma ‘an outpost of tyranny’ to which the US must help bring freedom.\textsuperscript{111} In 2005, President Bush told an international audience that the Burmese people ‘want their liberty – and one day they shall have it’.\textsuperscript{112} In his 2006 State of the Union speech, immediately after references to the US invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan, Burma was ranked alongside Syria, Iran and North Korea as places where ‘the demands of justice, and the peace of the world, require their freedom’.\textsuperscript{113} In the UK, Prime Minister Blair has been reported as saying that the SPDC was a ‘loathsome regime’ that he would ‘love to destroy’.\textsuperscript{114} Also, senior members of Congress have repeatedly characterised the SPDC as ‘repressive and illegitimate’ and in 2007 a leading UK parliamentarian told a visiting Burmese minister that Burma was a ‘pariah state’ ruled by ‘a wicked regime’.\textsuperscript{115} In stark contrast, public comments about Burmese opposition figures like Aung San Suu Kyi have been uniformly complimentary and supportive.

To an isolated, insecure and fearful group of military officers in Burma, all these statements could be interpreted as evidence of an intention to impose political change on Burma, against which they needed to prepare.\textsuperscript{116}

Also, global developments over the past few decades have sharpened Burma’s concerns that it might fall victim to a larger, more powerful state. In the past, this fear was focussed on China but the worry is now that, in a post-Cold War world dominated by the US, the Western democracies will be able to impose their liberal, democratic and humanitarian agenda on Burma. Since 2002, there have been numerous calls for Burma to be included in President Bush’s ‘axis of evil’.\textsuperscript{117} The armed interventions in Haiti, Panama, Somalia, Kosovo, Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq (twice) are all viewed as examples of the US’s determination, unilaterally if necessary, to intervene in the affairs of other states and overthrow regimes whose policies are inimical to Washington. The 1999 multinational operation in East Timor, where a separatist movement was able to win independence from its parent state, is cited by members of Burma’s military hierarchy as another example of the way in which the US and its allies are forcibly reshaping the world order.\textsuperscript{118} In this process, the UN is seen as unwilling or unable to defend the interests of its smaller and weaker members.

It is always difficult to determine what Burma’s military leadership is thinking, particularly with regard to matters of national security.\textsuperscript{119} However, faced with these perceived threats, the regime’s strategic planners seem to have fallen back on Burma’s traditional strengths – both real and imagined. These include Burma’s armed forces, its highly varied geography and the patriotism of its people. Developments in Burmese military doctrine suggest that, faced with an invasion by modern armed forces, the regime would attempt first to deter an assault with the threat of high casualties. It would next mount a conventional defence of Burma’s borders, followed by a prolonged guerrilla war conducted by the population at large. Large numbers of Burmese citizens would be mobilised as militia units, to sap the will of an invader until a counter-offensive could be organised or external assistance arrived. The regime clearly recognises that it could not win a direct force-on-force confrontation with a coalition like that which attacked Afghanistan or Iraq, but it seems to feel that it could force an enemy to think twice about invading, and then buy time until the international community forced a ceasefire.\textsuperscript{120}

This doctrine, however, has two major flaws, which must be recognised by the SPDC’s more honest and clear-sighted strategic planners. The first is that the support of the Burmese people cannot be relied upon. The majority are intensely patriotic, but they owe their loyalty to the country – not necessarily to the military government. There are many, both ethnic Burmans and members of the minority races, who would welcome the downfall of the current regime.\textsuperscript{121} Also, the SPDC’s plan to appeal to the international community must now be looking very weak. The Bush Administration and its allies have demonstrated a preparedness to invade another country despite the lack of an immediate
or obvious threat, and in the face of strong opposition from both their critics and traditional partners, including in the UN. Also, in 2007 a move to censure Burma in the UNSC was only prevented by the SPDC’s new allies, China and Russia. Any faith that the regime might have had in support from that institution must now be severely undermined. Direct assistance from China is possible but, given the regime’s suspicion of Beijing’s long terms aims, any help from that quarter would be a mixed blessing.

It is in these circumstances that a nuclear deterrent could have some appeal to Burma’s leaders. Of concern to strategic analysts is the possibility that the SPDC may have drawn the same conclusions from the 2003 Iraq War that North Korea seems to have done, and will seek to acquire a nuclear weapon as a bargaining chip to protect itself against the US and its allies. According to one report, some Burmese generals ‘admire the North Koreans for standing up to the United States and wish they could do the same’. The SPDC could argue that North Korea’s possession of a nuclear retaliatory capability has been the main reason why the US and its allies, or the UN, have not taken tougher action against Pyongyang, despite its long record of provocative behaviour. Viewed from this perspective, the possession of nuclear weapons has given North Korea a higher international profile, a stronger position at the negotiating table and the proven ability to win concessions (including funds, food aid, fuel oil and technical assistance) from the international community. Iran’s nuclear weapons program may have a different outcome, but there are reportedly a few generals in Burma who feel that the SPDC should at least consider the benefits of such an approach.

Possession of nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles would be more than symbolic. If Burma’s military government ever felt seriously threatened, it is not difficult to imagine a situation in which it might actually consider using them. For example, faced with an imminent invasion, and with Kuwait’s role in the Iraq war in mind, any ballistic missiles acquired from Pyongyang could be aimed at Thailand, a US ally and Burma’s ‘nearest enemy’. This might help disuade the Thai government from allowing its territory to be used as the launching pad for a major ground and air assault against its western neighbour. SRBMs may not be very accurate but, if launched from a Burmese site near the Thai border, they could easily reach greater Bangkok, a city of nearly nine million people. Even if armed only with a conventional warhead, such a threat would certainly concentrate the minds of Thai leaders. If it possessed WMD, Burma would have the option of visiting even greater destruction upon its neighbour.

Such a dramatic policy shift by the Burmese government is not in prospect. However, the mere possibility of Burma one day acquiring nuclear weapons and SRBMs has already had an impact on the region’s strategic environment.
In considering the wider implications of these developments, it is important not to over-react. All the news reports and public comments that have appeared since 2000 need to be kept in proper perspective. There is little verifiable information about Burma's interest in acquiring SRBMs. There have been several official statements about Burma's nuclear reactor but circumstances change and, as with all such pronouncements by the military government, their reliability is questionable. Nor is there much hard evidence regarding Burma's developing bilateral relationship with North Korea, and there is no evidence at all for the SPDC's reported aim of acquiring a nuclear weapon.

Also, even if a few of the open source reports are accurate, it is likely to be several years before Burma can take delivery of any strategic weapons, integrate them into its existing order of battle and deploy them operationally. Conceivably, North Korea could hand over some of its current inventory of missiles but, given the threats that it believes it faces, Pyongyang is unlikely to deplete its own arsenal for a quick infusion of cash or barter goods from Burma. New missiles would probably need to be built for Burma, and that would take time. Similarly, if the nuclear reactor project goes ahead, it would take about three years to build and bring on line, even if the entire facility was imported from abroad. Any development of a nuclear weapon would take at least 10 more years, assuming that the political will was there, the technical expertise could be found, and the resources could be made available. For a country like Burma these would constitute formidable obstacles, even if no attempts were made by the international community to halt the program.

In international affairs, however, the perception often becomes the reality. Countries make national policy on what they believe to be the case, or fear might happen, as much as on the objective truth. Already concerns have been expressed, both in the region and further afield, about Burma's potentially dangerous relationship with North Korea and the destabilising policies the SPDC seems to have adopted.

Thailand is nervous about the regime's apparent wish to acquire a power projection capability, something that at present Burma does not possess. The Thais are also worried about the safety and security of any nuclear reactor built in Burma, fears that cannot have been allayed by reports of North Korea's possible involvement. While a distant prospect, the possibility alone that the SPDC might try to develop a nuclear weapon with Pyongyang's help is a concern. Thailand is unlikely to respond in kind, but already its military leaders have recommended that it should at least keep pace with Burma's developing conventional defence capabilities. Bangkok's purchase of F-16 fighters and advanced medium-range air-to-air missiles from the US, is probably part of this broad strategy. Any acquisition of SRBMs by Burma could prompt Thailand to do the same.

Even if Burma has no intention of building a nuclear weapon, or finds after investigation that it lacks the ability to do so, the prospect alone of such a development carries the risk of misinterpretation or manipulation by other countries, and thus adds to the potential for greater instability in the region. For example, some analysts have already cast Burma in the role of a Chinese satellite, which is being encouraged to develop its military capabilities in order (with Pakistan) to complete Beijing's encirclement of India. Burma's acquisition of strategic weapon systems like SRBMs would fit that scenario, which has been modified by a few observers to include the SPDC's reported interest in acquiring a nuclear weapon. As one Indian commentator has put it:

6. Implications for Regional Security
The suspicion is that China is financing the deal, both to prop up Burma as a nuclear fallback to North Korea, in case North Korea is busted by the US, and also to set up a nuclear rival in India's eastern flank.\textsuperscript{134}

Should North Korea fail to provide Burma with nuclear weapons, so the thesis runs, then Pakistan 'may decide to become a more brash partner in the China-North Korea-Burma deal', and do so itself.\textsuperscript{135} This line of argument is easily demolished, but even more sober assessments of Chinese security policy allow for the provision of WMD technologies to 'strategic proxies', able to distract the US and discourage its engagement activities in the Asia-Pacific region, in particular the Taiwan Strait.\textsuperscript{136}

Any prospect of Burma being used as a Chinese stalking horse in the region, let alone a nuclear-armed strategic partner against India, would be a cause for concern. However, Beijing's influence with the Rangoon regime has never been as strong as sometimes portrayed. It could even be argued that the Chinese are wary of its smaller southern neighbour.\textsuperscript{137} Also, Indian fears of encirclement by China, with Burma being used to secure India's eastern flank, have been greatly exaggerated.\textsuperscript{138} Some expressions of concern probably reflect partisan positions taken by sectors of the Indian polity or armed forces, interested in securing certain responses from New Delhi. For its part, the Rangoon regime has shrewdly manipulated fears of increased Chinese influence in Burma to win greater concessions from regional governments.\textsuperscript{139} Beijing may welcome such perceptions of its influence in Burma, but it is unlikely to be happy about the prospect of the SPDC acquiring a nuclear weapon, given Burma's proximity to China, its internal instability and the unpredictable behaviour of its leaders.

Beijing has also demonstrated a degree of nervousness over Pyongyang's own rather erratic and aggressive policies. Despite some suggestions to the contrary, a closer relationship between two pariah states on China's borders would not be seen as a strategic asset. China may even resent Pyongyang's interference in what until now has been considered by some a Chinese sphere of influence.\textsuperscript{140} Beijing would also worry about the possible response of the US to closer Burma-North Korea ties. The Bush Administration has taken a very hard line towards both countries over a range of issues, and has made the issue of WMD proliferation in particular a high policy priority. Developments since 2000 can only mean even greater attention to the region from Washington, something that Beijing probably would not welcome.

Successive US Administrations do not seem to have given a high priority to Burma.\textsuperscript{141} This is curious, given Burma's critical geostrategic position and, since 1988, its burgeoning relationship with China. Since 2000, however, there have been signs that Washington is paying Burma closer attention. In particular, the US is becoming 'increasingly worried that the renewal of ties between Burma and North Korea could prompt the two internationally isolated regimes to establish military cooperation'.\textsuperscript{142} When Burma's nuclear reactor project was announced, the State Department was quick to remind the regime of its obligations under the NPT.\textsuperscript{143} Also, concern that Burma may buy ballistic missile or nuclear weapons technology from Pyongyang was apparently one of the issues raised when senior US and Burmese officials met in 2003.\textsuperscript{144} The subject came up again when another US official spoke at Harvard University in 2006. He reportedly said that US concerns had been heightened by the development of Burma's relations with North Korea, in particular the potential for a transfer of nuclear technology.\textsuperscript{145}

Burma's strategic importance has also been recognised by the US Congress. For example, Senator Mitchell McConnell has warned that Rangoon's continuing military expansion program could destabilise Southeast Asia.\textsuperscript{146} Referring to developments since 2000, the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Richard G. Lugar, called Burma a potential 'source of instability throughout South and Southeast Asia'. Noting the contacts between Burma and North Korea, he stated 'the link-up of these two pariah states can only spell trouble':
These developments have been largely overlooked as we concentrated on the war in Iraq, challenges in the Middle East and unpredictable developments on the Korea peninsula. But they are the seeds of a major threat to Asian security and stability. The world should take notice, and the United States needs to make Burma a priority in its relations with Russia, China, India and ASEAN [Association of South East Asian Nations] so that we can forge a multilateral plan to turn the generals from their dangerous course.147

Congress is concerned that North Korea is trying to sell 'missile technologies and related parts' to Burma, and has asked to be kept informed about North Korea’s arms exports.148 The Senate Foreign Relations Committee is monitoring nuclear-related developments in Burma.149 Due largely to this increased level of interest, an inter-agency task force was established in 2004 to monitor ‘weapons-related issues’ in Burma.150

If Burma succeeds in purchasing some SRBMs, it would be destabilising for the entire region, as the sale would spread technologies that lend themselves to the delivery of WMD. Burma already has a record of clandestine chemical weapons production, and has been accused of biological weapons use.151 It is now supposed to be interested in nuclear weapons. In this atmosphere of fear and suspicion, the security stakes in the region would go up, raising the prospect of other countries feeling obliged to expand their own inventories of strategic weapons. Even before then, the sale of SRBMs or nuclear components to the Rangoon regime could conceivably lead to pre-emptive action against Burma by one of its neighbours, in an attempt to remove a potential security threat. While it may only be against a particular missile or reactor site, there would be the danger of such an attack escalating into a wider conflict. Also, the sale of strategic weapons to Burma raises the possibility of military action by the US and its allies. Thus, rather than deter external intervention, any efforts by the SPDC to acquire strategic weapon systems could have the opposite effect.

Such military action could occur at an early stage. For example, if North Korea tried to send SRBMs or nuclear components to Burma by air, China is unlikely to give permission for use of its air space. Should Pyongyang try instead to send such material to Burma by sea, then that would raise the possibility of the ships being intercepted and their cargoes seized. The US is working with its allies and regional governments to implement a Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI), aimed specifically at interdicting ‘shipments of WMD and missile related equipment and technologies’.152 Under the PSI, the US would likely act to prevent any SRBMs or WMD technology from reaching Burma. The Bush Administration has already flagged its intention to deal with such an eventuality ‘vigorously and rapidly’.153 It could use the US armed forces to achieve this, or Washington could ask a regional country to act on its behalf. They may be reluctant to interfere in the affairs of a fellow ASEAN member, and the legal basis of an interdiction in international waters is still unclear, but a country like Thailand or Singapore could feel that its long term security interests were best served by taking such action.

North Korea has repeatedly stated that any attempt by the US or its allies to interdict its ships on the high seas would be tantamount to a blockade, and thus constitute an act of war.154 Burma does not have the same strategic weight, or the same options for retaliation as North Korea, but it is unlikely to let such an action go unanswered. Depending on the circumstances, and which country was involved in any seizure, this could go beyond a verbal or diplomatic response, and include some form of military action. Once again, it is important not to over-react to hypothetical scenarios, but it can be seen how a possible Burmese interest in WMD could have much wider implications.
7. Burma and the International Community

Burma's developing relationship with North Korea and the possibility, however faint, that Burma might become a WMD proliferation risk, have prompted several countries and multinational groupings to express their concerns to the SPDC. Given the regime's record to date, however, there is little reason to believe that it will take any notice of these representations and change its current policies.

Since 1988, Burma's military government has been the target of consistent and often harsh criticism from powerful members of the international community, including in the UN. It has been denied assistance from international financial institutions. It has also suffered economic sanctions, travel bans, restrictions on defence contacts and arms sales, and other forms of diplomatic pressure. These measures may have had some impact, but they have clearly been insufficient to dissuade Burma's military leadership from pursuing its core policies, such as the maintenance of a strong central government dominated by the armed forces. Repeated accusations by governments and world bodies, of widespread human rights violations, forced labour, involvement in narcotics trafficking, environmental degradation and other activities, all appear to have fallen on deaf ears. Throughout this period, the regime has also shown that it is prepared to pay a very high price to protect Burma's sovereignty and independence. Indeed, it has been argued by some observers that the uncompromising stance taken by the US, UK and other countries over the past 20 years has in fact encouraged the regime's nationalist tendencies and hardened its resolve to resist external pressures.

In an attempt to draw Burma out of its isolation, and win political and economic reforms from the regime, some countries and multinational groupings like ASEAN have tried a policy of ‘constructive engagement’. Yet this approach too has proven largely unsuccessful. The regime has usually pocketed any inducements offered and then failed to make any significant concessions. When it has made a few tentative moves towards dialogue, for example by releasing a few political prisoners or agreeing to discuss the question of forced labour with the ILO, it has invariably been criticised for giving too little and imposing too many conditions on policy changes. Feeling resentful and betrayed, the regime has retreated even further into isolation and refused to acknowledge the concerns of the international community. While there are clearly exceptions, many in the armed forces now seem to feel that Burma is better off trusting to its own resources and having as little as possible to do with the outside world.

This isolationist view is encouraged by the fact that, despite all the pressures brought against it by the international community, the military government is stronger now than at any time in the past 20 years. It is more firmly entrenched in power and faces a much weaker domestic opposition. Most major insurgent groups have laid down their arms, while the others have been significantly weakened. With its increased order of battle, ASEAN membership and expanded bilateral ties, the regime is militarily more powerful, diplomatically better connected and strategically more influential than ever before. Burma's economy has fluctuated since 1988, but the discovery of large natural gas deposits over the past few years promises to give the SPDC a useful buffer against hard times, and an important bargaining chip in relations with its energy hungry neighbours. In other ways, the country continues to suffer, but the armed forces constitute a virtual state within the state, and are protected from the hardships faced by most Burmese.

The SPDC's fears of an invasion seem to have diminished in recent years, as Burma has become stronger, the military government has felt more secure, and as more countries seem to have accepted that the political situation in Burma is unlikely to change soon.
Despite occasional statements criticising the regime’s reluctance to reform, all political leaders in the Asia-Pacific region seem prepared to do business with Burma. With some notable exceptions, there are also signs that the regime’s other critics have lost the influence they once enjoyed. There is little doubt, however, that the SPDC still feels it faces a hostile strategic environment, dominated by powerful countries seeking its downfall. It has successfully created a buffer of friendly states prepared to assist it in forums like the UN, but it remains deeply convinced that, ultimately, it can only rely on its own resources to survive. It has largely been with this in mind that it has expanded its military capabilities, increased its stockpiles of strategic materials and attempted to become more self-reliant in critical areas like food, fuel and arms production. 

In these circumstances, there seems little that the international community can do to exercise greater leverage over the Burmese government, and persuade it to alter its current strategic trajectory. Above all, as long as the regime feels threatened by external forces, it is unlikely to rule out any option to protect itself and its country. At present, this does not appear to include WMD but, if circumstances change, the few senior military officers who are believed to advocate a nuclear deterrent may be paid greater attention.
8. Conclusion

Surveying developments in Burma since 2000, it is possible to see recurring tensions between policies and perceptions, on both sides of the political divide. This has contributed to certain misunderstandings and prompted some ill-judged actions, further complicating international consideration of the Burma question.

There is a tension between Burma's publicly stated and clearly demonstrated policy of global nuclear disarmament, and popular perceptions of a clandestine nuclear weapons program. These perceptions have no factual basis, but they have been encouraged by unsubstantiated rumours, inaccurate and often alarmist news reports, and some questionable strategic analysis. There is probably also an element of deliberate misinformation, designed to fuel concerns that Burma has become a proliferation risk. These stories, however, are made more credible by the military government's history of provocative and seemingly irrational behaviour, including an apparent disdain for international opinion and the accepted norms of conduct. They are also supported, at least in the popular mind, by Burma's shadowy relationship with North Korea, another pariah state with a history of clandestine nuclear weapons production and the proliferation of nuclear and missile technologies.

There is also a tension between the public policies of the US and its allies, and perceptions of these countries' attitudes on the part of the Burmese government. Ever since 1988, the major Western countries have emphasised their wish for peaceful political change in Burma, and sought to sway the regime through dialogue and diplomatic pressure, albeit of an uncompromising kind. However, their aggressive rhetoric, open support for opposition figures, funding for expatriate groups and military interventions in other undemocratic countries have all encouraged the belief among Burma's leaders that the US and its allies are bent on forcible regime change. This has created a climate of uncertainty, if not fear, in which the regime has felt the need to protect itself against external intervention, including a possible invasion of the country. While they still appear to be a very small minority in the armed forces, a few military officers have reportedly taken this logic even further and given some thought to the ultimate deterrent.

In these circumstances, there is a pressing need for accuracy and balance in reporting on Burma, whether it be in open sources such as the news media and academic literature, or within the classified environment of intelligence reporting and policy analysis. To avoid any disjunction between policies and perceptions, the same rigorous standards will need to apply both to those in Burma's strategic community who analyse the way the world sees their country, and to those outside Burma who try to understand how the Burmese leadership perceives the world. For, as Robert Jervis has written:

> It is hard to find cases of even mild international conflict in which both sides fully grasp the other’s views. Yet all too often statesmen assume that their opposite numbers see the world as they see it, fail to devote sufficient resources to determining whether this is actually true, and have much more confidence in their beliefs about the other’s perceptions than the evidence warrants.\(^{157}\)

Jervis was writing at the height of the Cold War about the dangers of nuclear conflict between the superpowers, but his observations are still relevant to Burma and the issue of nuclear proliferation in the new century.
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